LET E-BLOX LIGHT UP CHRISTMAS MORNING
FOR EVERY KID ON YOUR LIST

Creative Child Award Winners Power Blox & Circuit Blox Combine Imagination
With Science As Kids Animate Lights, Sounds And Motion One E-Blox At A Time!

Buffalo Grove, IL (August 27, 2019) – Iconic childhood toys such as construction sets always make a great
Christmas present. In 2019 take the building block to the next level by gifting E-Blox, the educational
electronic toy that engages kids with its plug-together bricks and modules that light up and more!

The judges at Creative Child Magazine just awarded both Power Blox™ Standard Set
($60.49) and Circuit Blox™ 59 ($21.99) with its 2019 Creative Play Of The Year Award.
They didn’t stop there. Both building sets won a second individual award in the Creative
Construction Play category!

The wow factor in every E-Blox set is its patented technology. The coveted STEM.org
credentialing organization deemed these two and every E-Blox toy to be STEM authenticated
and certified! Now boys and girls in elementary school can happily discover how lights,
alarms, motors and switches work while building fun projects. Their love of science is piqued
at an early age. What better gift could a parent or grandparent give?

New for Fall 2019 are the Power Blox Light ‘N Flight ($44.99) and the Circuit Blox Lights N’ Motion
($32.99). Children discover the workings of a motor, a fan and a switch or try their hand at creating
illuminate light structures that spin. These brand-new kits are arriving on toy shelves now.

To surprise and inspire every child on the holiday shopping list, E-Blox
recommends these four building sets:

Power Blox Standard Set • Ages 8+ • $60.49
Creative Child 2019 Toy Of The Year • STEAM Builder Construction Toys category
Creative Child 2019 Creative Play Of The Year Award • Creative Construction Play
category

A bit of art mixed with a bit of science creates this stimulating STEAM toy where
young minds match their creativity with their imaginations. There are no wires.
Kids build circuits directly into their projects and light up 3D circuits with E-Blox unique power block. Best
of all, this set is compatible with other toy brick so kids can enhance and bring lights to their LEGO® sets.
The Standard Set contains over 40-patented parts including 10 LED's and requires just one 9V battery.
New! Power Blox Light ‘N Flight • Ages 8+ • $44.99
If you build it, it will fly! The Light 'N Flight airplane features a high speed, Lego-compatible motor that will take your block creations soaring.

Circuit Blox 59 • Ages 8+ • $21.99
2019 Preferred Choice Award • STEM Educational Construction Toys category
Creative Child 2019 Creative Play Of The Year Award • Creative Construction Play category

Introduce young learners to the wonders of electricity, current and voltage with this 22-piece building set. In all, kids can build 59 different projects! They will be amazed to uncover how lights, alarms, motors, switches and more work all while building whatever appeals to them that day. Like other E-Blox sets, this is compatible with the building brick sets already in the house. Requires 3 "AA" batteries.

New! Circuit Blox Lights N’ Motion • Ages 8+ • $32.99
Wow the family with a creation that boasts different flashing lights and a motor that allows your lighted creation to spin!

As their website, https://myeblox.com/, boasts, “with E-Blox’s plug-together bricks and modules, kids can build literally dozens and dozens of toys and games that light up and make sounds. With E-Blox, a child can easily build a robot with flashing red eyes… or a “pet” that makes sounds... or a real working FM radio... or an airplane propeller that spins at different speeds. Most anything kids can imagine, they can build with E-Blox.”

About E-Blox
E-Blox toys are designed to stimulate a child’s imagination and creativity, and teach every child to investigate our world through interactive storytelling, creative reasoning, and systematic building of objects that will provide endless hours of fun and learning. E-Blox launched in 2016 by Art Seymour, with his sons James and Joseph, after more than 90+ years of combined experience as entrepreneurs, inventors, and designers in the educational toys and wireless industries. E-Blox’s founders are now leading the way to a whole new generation of educational toys that give children of all ages the building blocks of a STREAM education through the joy of play and discovery. Visit the E-Blox website at https://myeblox.com/ for shopping and the latest product news.